“Images that STAND OUT”

We stand behind our work with confidence.
Compare our work and see the difference.

Skin smoothing,
blemishes removed, &
eyes are enhanced.

One of a kind
Illustrations &
montages!

Locations and poses
That compliment you
And your personality!

All ordered prints are
retouched to make you
look your best!

Top 5 Reasons to Choose
Supreme Images Photography
1. Unique Images. Supreme Images Photography wants to create a
unique experience for every senior—unlike other studios that use the same
pose and the same location for everyone. We strive to create something new
and exciting for every high school senior. What can we do to make your
photos different!?

2. Images that represent YOU. At Supreme Images Photography, we
take the time to get to know every client. We showcase your personality,
team sport, or even your hobbies and interests with a variety of looks:


Custom Montages/Illustrations



On location of your choice ( within 15 miles of our studio is included )



High fashion studio looks



Elegant indoor/outdoor portraits



Gritty, urban scenes with dramatic lighting



Not your average cookie-cutter photos!

3. Product. Supreme Images Photography uses the finest photo products to ensure your satisfaction. We never
recommend printing your senior photos at just “some photo place” because the difference in quality is clear. All 8x10
prints and larger are dry-mounted and textured. Our prints are guaranteed to last!

4. Professional Photography. The photographers at Supreme Images Photography are experts at their craft. Nick is
an award-winning photographer and Michael is a Certified Professional Photographer (one of 50 in Minnesota).

5. Having Fun. Taking photos shouldn’t be boring. Let’s have fun and create some AMAZING images.

Clothing for Guys

Clothing for Girls
Formal

Formal
Solid colors work best. Avoid “busy” patterns.
Choose a neckline that compliments the shape of
your face. Vertical stripes, long sleeves, and
darker colors tend to be more slimming.

Casual
Choose from your favorite sports outfit, sundress,
sweaters/hoodies, shorts or jeans outfit. Pick the
colors you really like. Chances are, they're colors
you look great in. Textures are good too.

Shoes
A nice pair of high heels for any full length formal
shots, a pair of sneakers/tennis shoes for your
casual shots, fashionable boots, and even sandals
work. Make sure to have a comfortable pair of
walking shoes as we will be walking to several
locations.

Accessories

Accessories can make or break an outfit. Bring an
assortment of jewelry, hats, belts, etc to choose
from. Do not wear anything too distracting.

A sport coat/suit jacket, dress shirt, and a tie
always works. An alternative is a dress shirt
and a sweater or a sport coat and a turtle neck.
White dress shirts look the best under the
jacket. If you want full length shots, consider a
full suit.

Casual
We want you to feel comfortable. Jeans, casual
or sports wear, and your letter jacket are all
great. Don’t forget to bring your sports and/or
other uniforms.

Shoes

We recommend at least a pair of clean tennis
shoes/sneakers and a pair of black or brown
leather shoes (non athletic). Dress shoe color
should match the belt color.

Accessories
It is a good idea to have matching belts,
watches, jewelry, hats, sunglasses, or any other
clothing article that represents you.

Keep it simple.
Your Senior Portraits should reflect who you are and your personality. Bring a variety of outfits that make you feel good about yourself and reflect
who you are. Senior portraits traditionally have more emphasis on your face. Try not to take the focus away from that. Bring a variety of color
choices, not just one. Change up the style. Bring some dressy, some semi-dressy, and some casual outfits that express who you are. If you have fair
skin, avoid too many light colors. We will discuss all of these options of course during your consultation.
Remember: plan your outfits from head to toe. We will take close-up, full length, and 3/4 length photos.
*A privacy tent is available for quickly changing outfits on location.*

Call today!
612.874.0964
Location Rates
$100..........First Hour
$175..........Two Hours
$225..........Three Hours
$275..........Four Hours

Studio Rates
$25..........(up to 30 minutes)
$40..........(up to 1 hour)
$60..........(up to 90 minutes
$80..........(up to 2 hours)

Montages/Illustrations
$350.....Session & design fee
Must purchase a minimum 24x36
on the product of our choice

A La Carte
8 Wallets (1 pose)..................... $75
40 Wallets (1 pose)................... $150
4x6 | 4x5 | 5x5 | 5x7..................$50
8x10 | 8x12……………...................$100
10x13 | 11x14 | 12x12............... $350
10x20 | 5x30............................. $450
16x20 | 16x24............................ $550
20x24 | 20x30............................ $650
24x30 | 24x36............................ $750
30x40 | 30x45............................ $850
Any photo purchased or used in an album is enhanced
to perfection, printed on the best photographic papers,
and has a fine art texture applied.

A complete pricing list is available during the consultation.
$500 minimum print order required.

